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Wondershare DVD to PSP Suite for Mac is a complete PSP converter for Mac users to
convert both DVD to PSP and video to PSP. This PSP suite is bundled by two programs:
Wondershare DVD to PSP Converter for Mac and Wondershare Video to PSP Converter for
Mac.

With this powerful PSP converter for Mac, you can convert DVD and video with various useful
options including trimming video length, cropping movie video, file merging, adjusting video
contrast, brightness and saturation, applying special video effect and powerful video/audio
encoding settings, and selecting DVD subtitle and audio track.

Enjoy your DVD movies and video files on all players with Wondershare DVD to PSP Suite for
Mac.

Convert DVD and video files to PSP video and PSP audio.
Provide powerful functions such as dvd/video length trimming, DVD subtitle and audio
track selection, video cropping, file merging, video effect adjustment and video filter
and so on.
Very user-friendly interface that lets you finish conversion with just a few clicks.

 Key Features

Support both Power PC and Intel processors

Provide both Power PC and Intel versions for ALL Mac OS users.

Support a wide variety of output formats

Convert DVD and video to PSP video with high output quality.

 

Extract audio from DVD and videos

Extract and convert audio tracks from DVD and video to M4A and AAC.

Trim movie length

Trim your video files to capture and convert your favorite video clips.

Crop movie video
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Crop movie video to remove black video sides.

Adjust movie video effects

Adjust movie video effects by setting video contrast, brightness and saturation.

.Apply video filter

Allow you to choose a video filter (special video effect) to apply to your movie.

Select DVD subtitle and audio Track

Let you select the subtitle and audio track you prefer to convert a DVD movie

Powerful video/audio output settings

Allow you to set video resolution, video frame rate, video bit rate, audio bit rate, audio sample
rate and so on.

Preview

Let you preview your movies before converting them.

Easy to use

A user-friendly interface that guides you to finish all steps with just a few clicks.

Why choose Wondershare DVD to PSP Suite for Mac?

Wondershare DVD to PSP Suite for Mac is both a Mac DVD to PSP converter and
Mac Video to PSP converter.
Wondershare DVD to PSP Suite for Mac provides you with very powerful functions to
edit your DVD and video files.
Wondershare DVD to PSP Suite for Mac can extract audio from video and DVD to
audio formats such as M4A and AAC.

System  Requirements

1G Hz CPU or above, 128 MB of RAM (256 MB Recommended), any VGA card
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